We explore the problem of estimating the mass distribution of an articulated object by an interactive agent. Our method predicts the mass distribution accurately only using information that can be reliably acquired by the limited sensing and actuating capabilities of a robotic agent that interacts with it. Inspired by the role of exploratory play in human infants, we take the combined approach of supervised and reinforcement learning to train the agent such that it learns to strategically interact with the object for estimating its mass distribution. Our method consists of two neural networks: the policy network which decides how to interact with the object, and the predictor network that estimates the mass distribution given a history of observations and interactions. Using our method, we train a robotic arm to estimate the mass distribution of an object with moving parts (e.g. an articulated rigid body system) by pushing it on a surface with unknown friction properties. We also test the robustness of our learned model by transferring it to another robot arm with different end-effector geometry. The empirical results show that our method significantly outperforms the baseline agent which uses random pushes to collect data for estimation. Video at https://youtu.be/5k700lTJiZ0
Introduction
Humans continuously make physical inferences while perceiving and interacting with the world around them [1] . Relying on our physical intuition, we can predict with a high degree of certainty if a block tower would destabilize and fall [2] by simply looking at it. While visual observation is sufficient to predict a rough outcome of the future, having the ability to physically interact with the surroundings can potentially provide more critical information to reason about the world. Infants, for example, engage in exploratory play to discover non-obvious physical properties of objects [3] , and develop a core knowledge in long-term cognition about the physical world [4] . Can we teach the robot to engage in exploratory play with a new object in order to learn more about it?
In this work, we develop an interactive agent capable of estimating the mass distribution of an articulated object by pushing it around on a surface. We design a simulated world, shown in Figure  1 , where a robotic arm can interact with an articulated chain by pushing it at any point on any segment. While estimating mass properties through physical interaction has been previously studied, our problem is uniquely challenging in two aspects. First, to make our method applicable to the realworld hardware, we do not expect the robot to be able to push or track the state of a moving object precisely. Instead, our method is only allowed to use the information acquired when the object comes to a complete stop. Second, unlike estimating the mass of a single rigid body, the Euclidean distance between two equilibrium states of an articulated object is insufficient to inference the mass of each moving segment. Compounding with the discontinuous behaviors due to self-collisions Figure 1 : Examples of pushes that can be executed by the robot on a 2-link chain(left), and a 3-link chain(right). The chains lose contact with the end-effector of the arm and continue sliding on the surface briefly before coming to rest. among segments, estimating the mass distribution of an articulated object accurately requires the robot to push the object at the right spots, with the right force, and make the right conclusions about the outcomes of its interactions.
We propose a dual network architecture that consists of a policy network and a predictor network working in tandem towards the goal. The predictor network observes the reaction of the object to pushes imparted by the robot, and attempts to predict the mass distribution of the object at the end of the episode. The policy network learns how to push the object so that useful information can be extracted from each push. The predictor network learns from a set of state-action trajectories simulated using articulated objects with various mass distributions, segment shapes, and friction coefficients. Once learned, the combination of the policy and the predictor networks can reliably estimate the mass distribution of an unseen object with arbitrary segment shapes and friction coefficient under moderate sensing and actuating errors, using only a few pushes.
The main contribution of our paper is to demonstrate that embodied learning of physical parameters of a system can benefit from an intelligent interaction policy. We provide evidence to show that not all actions are created equal when an agent interacts with the intention to discover the physical properties of an object. By comparing to a baseline random interaction policy, we show that our agent can learn to exploit the subset of informative action to significantly improve the accuracy of estimation.
RELATED WORK
Humans utilize intuitive physics model to reason about the world, and predict its change in the near future [5, 6] . Building such a physical model has traditionally been approached as a system identification problem [7] , which has the potential to significantly improve the control policies operated in the real world. The recent advances in deep learning advocate a new approach towards predicting the future state of the world directly from the recent observation history [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . By training a mapping between past states and the future state using simulated sequential data, one can predict whether a block tower is going to fall [16, 17, 18] , and the outcome of collision between two rigid bodies [11] . The predictive model can also be conditioned on external actions that could influence the next state of the system. This model can be used to find the optimal action such that it results in a state preferential to the task, such as training an agent to play billiards [19] or pushing objects to their goals [20, 21] .
While directly predicting the next state is a powerful tool, some applications focus on identifying specific physical parameters useful for control algorithm analysis, or developing environmentconditioned control policies [22, 23] . For example, the degrees of freedom and the range of motion of an articulated rigid body system can be identified from videos of motion [24, 25] , or from a robot actively interacting with the object [26, 27, 28] . Predicting the mass of an object has been of particular interest in the subarea of robotic manipulation. Yong Yu et al. [29] used a force sensor on two finger tips to estimate the mass and the center of mass of blocks. Wu et al. [30] estimated the mass and friction coefficients from videos. Zheng et al. [31] learned latent representations of physical properties that correlate with mass and friction. Our work is closely related to Xu et al. [32] , in which a robotic arm is used to push blocks for estimating their mass and friction coefficients. However, our work goes one step further by predicting the mass distribution of an object consisting multiple moving parts. Using a random probing policy as proposed by the previous work typically results in poor estimation of the mass distribution. Instead, we train a policy that strategically pushes the object to extract maximum information for estimating its mass distribution.
While pushing is the primary means by which an agent gathers information about the object in our work, pushing has also been utilized in methods that extract visual information. For example, Pinto et al. [33] introduced a method to learn useful visual representations by pushing objects . Similarly, Van Hoof et al. [34] learned to push objects around to accomplish a segmentation task. For robotic applications, Eitel et al. [35] taught a robot to de-clutter a scene using optimal pushes, while Katz et al. [36] focused on finding optimal pushes to move objects in a constrained setting.
METHOD
We introduce a method to enable a robot to estimate the mass distribution of an articulated object by strategically pushing it around on a flat surface. While this problem can be formulated in a variety of ways, our proposed method considers the practical limitations inherent to the robot's sensing and actuation capabilities-it only depends on the information the robot can reliably observe, and the commands the robot can reliably execute. To this end, our method only requires the robot to be able to observe and push the object when it is at an equilibrium state (i.e. the object comes to a complete stop), as opposed to transient states where neither accurate state estimation nor precise pushes can be easily achieved. This requirement increases the difficulty of the problem, but makes the deployment of our method to real-world hardware more feasible.
A conventional approach to this problem is to conduct system identification such that the observed data is consistent with the equations of motion. However, since we only observe the object and apply the actions at equilibrium states, we cannot utilize dynamic equations to infer masses in the absence of derivative information (e.g. velocity, acceleration). Further, effective system identification also requires analysis on persistent excitation to ensure that the observations span a wide range of system behaviors. Although the object in our problem is a passive multibody system, the mass parameters can only be uniquely identified by a subset of observation and action trajectories (see Appendix A). This problem is further exacerbated by practical scenarios in which the robot is only expected to interact with the object for a small number of times.
We take a learning approach to circumvent the above challenges. Our method consists of two learned models: a predictor that estimates the mass distribution from observation and action history, as well as a policy that determines the appropriate push actions to induce useful information for predicting mass distributions. It should be noted that we predict the the mass distribution of the object, instead of the actual mass of each segment in the object. Since the kinetic friction force applied on each segment is proportional to the mass of the segment when it lies flat on the surface, the ratio of masses among segments is unaffected by the friction coefficient. Therefore, if we only predict the mass distribution and assume the total mass is known, our method can be agnostic to the surface materials of the object.
Predicting Mass Distribution from Interaction
Consider an articulated chain with n rigid bodies of mass connected by revolute joints. Let o be the observed configuration of the object, and a represent the push the robot exerts on the object. Starting from the initial observation o 0 , the robot applies a push a 0 and observes the object when it comes to a complete stop, o 1 . After repeating this process K times, the robot infers the mass distribution m ∈ R n of the object, where each element of m indicates the mass of a rigid body normalized by the total mass of the object.
With this problem setting, we learn a predictor f µ using supervised learning. The predictor takes as input the observation and action history h t = (o 0 , a 0 , · · · , a t−1 , o t ), the current action a t , and the next observation at the equilibrium o t+1 , to predicts the mass distribution m t at the current step t:
In practice, we represent f µ as a Long Short-Term Memory(LSTM) network ( Figure 2 ) parameterized by µ. We define a loss function as follows:
where superscript i is the index of the N training samples. Theoretically, we only need the last prediction to be accurate, i.e. ,
In practice, however, encouraging the earlier prediction (t < K) to also be accurate provides a richer reward signal for the reinforcement learning algorithm during policy training.
Minimizing Equation 2 results in a predictor network that achieves high accuracy when the input trajectory contains sufficient information to identify the mass distribution, i.e. there is a unique mass distribution consistent with the observations induced by given actions. However, as discussed earlier, some input trajectories in Equation 1 cannot uniquely identify the mass distribution due to the singularity in the dynamic system, and sparse observations and actions. As a result, the predictor performs poorly on predicting the mass distributions for those regions in the input space.
Learning How to Interact
Given a supervised model that predicts the mass given observation and action trajectories, what should those trajectories be to get an accurate mass distribution estimate? More specifically, we need to decide what actions to take at each time step so that the input trajectory to the predictor lies in the region of high accuracy. We model this problem as a standard Markov Decision Process with two modifications. First, a state contains all the historical observations and actions up to the current step, not just the current observation. This is because, intuitively, the nature of exploration requires memorizing what has been done and observed in the past. Second, the reward function evaluates the actions indirectly through the predictor network, such that the policy learns to only produce trajectories that the predictor is able to estimate accurately.
We define the fully observed state to be s t = {o 0:t , a 0:t−1 }, which contains the observation history and the actions that produce it. The reward function can then be defined as a function of the current action a t and the next state s t+1 :
wherem is the ground truth mass distribution, and [M min ,M max ] represents the domain from which the mass vectors in the training set are sampled. We design the reward function to be inversely Figure 3 : We partition a two dimensional action space to represent all permissible pushes that can be executed by the robotic arm. The sign of a 1 represents which side of the segment is going to be pushed while a 2 spans the points on the selected side. For example all pushes that can be applied to the points p 1 , p 2 and p 3 are represented by a = {−k, 0.75}, a = {k, 0.75} and a = {k, −0.75} respectively, where k is a positive real number.
proportional to the error in mass estimated by the predictor network, and scale its output to be between [-1,1]. Intuitively, learning a policy can be seen as adapting the input data distribution to operate on low error regions of the predictor. We use a policy gradient method, Proximal Policy Optimization [37] to solve for the policy π θ (a|s), where π is represented as a LSTM neural network parameterized by θ.
Alternating Training Procedure
In practice, we find that alternating between training the predictor and the policy a few times results in predicting the mass distribution more accurately. We begin by training the predictor on a uniform distribution of action and observation trajectories. Subsequently, we freeze the predictor and train the policy network until convergence. Next, we retrain the predictor with the input trajectories provided by the current policy network. The alternating training procedure terminates when the accuracy of the predictor reaches a target threshold. The training process is terminated with the training of the predictor as the data distribution imposed on the predictor by the policy might have changed after the previous policy updates. Effectively, the alternating scheme gradually refines the training distribution for the predictor from a uniform distribution to a task-relevant one induced by the policy.
Executing Actions
We assume that the robot is capable of observing the configuration of the object directly. This assumption can be relaxed by using image input and adding convolution neural networks to the predictor and the policy, without modifying the core of the proposed framework. We further assume that the robot is able to command torques at each actuator, and that its base is able to move and rotate on the surface where the object lies. Based on these assumptions, we define the observation vector as the configuration of the object, o = {x, y, α, θ}, where x, y, α are the global translation and yaw angle of the root link, while θ corresponds to the joint angles of the rest of the chain. The action vector is defined as a = {a 1 , a 2 }, where a 1 ∈ R represents the target velocity of the endeffector when the robot delivers the push, and a 2 ∈ R is used to select the point of application of the push. Depending on the value of a 2 and sign of a 1 , different points on different chain segments are chosen. We only allow pushes at points that lie on the same horizontal plane as the center of the chain segment and partition the 2 dimensional action vector to represent all permissible pushes. See Figure 3 for more details. We use the operational space control [38] formalism to generate appropriate joint torques that achieve a desired linear and angular accelerationẍ ∈ R 6 at the end-effector:
where q is the current configuration of the robot in generalized coordinates, and J x = ∂x ∂q is the Jacobian evaluated at the end-effector. Since the push occurs at an equilibrium state, the effect of the Coriolis force is ignored, but the effect of gravity is included as g(q). The operational space mass matrix is defined as:
where M is the original mass matrix in the generalized coordinates.
We compute the desired accelerationẍ using a simple PD feedback rule to match the desired linear position x des T ∈ R 3 . We also command the robot to orient its end-effector to align with x des R ∈ R 3 . For the derivative term, the end-effector is expected to match both the desired linear and angular velocities,ẋ des ∈ R 6 . Thus, the desired end-effector acceleration can be computed as:
where x = [x T , x R ] ∈ R 6 denotes the end-effector position x T and orientation x R in the world frame. The operator indicates the difference between the two 3D orientations. The stiffness k p and damping coefficient k d are chosen manually (k d = 152 and k p = 3000 in our experiments).
During testing, we first query π θ to obtain the optimal action (a 1 , a 2 ) for the current state. Then, we set the desired linear position in Equation 6 to x des T = T p, where T is the transformation that transforms a vector in the object frame to the world frame, and p ∈ R 6 corresponds to the coordinates in object frame of the point represented by a. The desired orientation x des R is defined such that, when x R = x des R , the end-effector is perpendicular to the surface p lies on. Before the robot is in contact with the object, the desired velocity in Equation 6 is set to zero, x des T = 0. When the end-effector is sufficiently close to the object and perpendicular to the surface of p, we set the desired velocity toẋ des T =ṗ to exert the pushing force. We maintain this desired velocity for a fixed amount of time (10 time steps in our experiments). The object moves with the momentum imparted by the robot and eventually comes to rest due to the friction between the object and the surface.
EXPERIMENTS
We setup a simulated environment using DART [39] to perform our experiments. We import a model of the KUKA KR 5 Sixx R650 Robotic arm, and an articulated chain of rigid cuboid segments connected by revolute joints. The dimension of each segment in this chain, mass and coefficient of friction are sampled randomly from a uniform distribution of the permitted ranges. . Each end-effector geometry introduces its own unique collision dynamics and we test the transferability of our method between these two end-effectors.
Network architecture and training
The predictor network consists of fully connected and LSTM layers as shown in Figure 2 . The final softmax layer transforms the output of the last fully connected layer into the output mass distribution. Every fully connected layer except the last one is followed by the ReLU non-linearity. Similarly, we model the policy with two fully connected hidden layers containing 64 neurons followed by an LSTM layer with 256 units (Figure 2 ).
For the initial training of the predictor, we collect 16k episodes for the 2-link chain, and 32k for the 3-link chain by running a random policy that outputs a uniformly sampled action at each step until the end of the episode. The rollouts can be collected efficiently by running 16 agents as parallel threads. We train the predictor for a total of 500k steps with a batch size of 16, using stochastic gradient descent. The learning rate is initially set to 0.1, and is halved every 166k iterations. This trained predictor is used as a part of the reward function for the subsequent training of the policy, and provides a baseline to compare our method against.
The policy is trained using Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [37, 40] , for 31k iterations with a learning rate of 10 −4 . Once we train the policy that maximizes this reward function, we freeze the policy network weights and fine-tune the predictor network for another 500k iterations using a fresh dataset of rollouts. It is essential to use a fresh dataset because the data distribution imposed by the neural network policy is different from the one imposed by the initial random policy. This process can be iterated multiple times. In our experiments, we find that six iterations of policy training and predictor fine-tuning are sufficient to obtain good performance converge. As the learning progresses, the improvement from each learning meta-iteration decreases and eventually becomes unnoticeable.
Evaluation
We experiment with two types of objects: 2-link chains and 3-link chains, with the link masses uniformly sampled from three different mass ranges: [0.1, 1], [1, 10] , and [0. 1, 10] . A wider mass range is more challenging because the range of informative pushing forces also needs to be wider. When the robot uses a large force to push a light object, the object might rapidly rotate over many cycles. This information is lost in the training set because the observation only records the equilibrium state of the object, rather than the entire trajectory. Consequently, the training set contains examples that result in many-to-one mapping between input and output spaces.
We train a predictor and a policy for each mass range. To test the learned networks, we create an object with each segment mass sampled from the respective mass range. We also sample a random friction coefficient from the range [0.5, 1], and a random length for each segment from [0.1, 0.15]. We start the episode with a random configuration of the articulated object, and add Gaussian noise with zero mean and 0.01 standard deviation to the observations and actions in the environment to test the robustness of our networks.
To demonstrate the advantage of our pushing policy, we create a baseline that uses a predictor trained with actions sampled from a uniform distribution. We call this baseline "Random Policy". Figure 4 shows the percentage error in the mass distribution predicted by the different model architectures.
We find that having a policy that strategically pushes with the intention of minimizing prediction error outperforms the random policy for every case we consider. We observe that the improvement our policy offers for wider and more difficult mass ranges is more significant than for smaller ranges. We also note that alternating between supervised training and reinforcement learning is quite stable and leads to a consistent drop in percentage error as show in Figure 5 . This implies that the predictor retains its accuracy when the trajectory distribution changes abruptly by the updated policy, and does not need to be trained from scratch in each meta-iteration.
Since the robot interacts with the object via contact force, the accuracy of the push might be affected by different contacting surfaces. As such, we test whether a learned model can be transferred to a robot that has an end-effector with different geometry. As we can see in Figure 4 , the performance of the model does not drop when tested on a different end-effector proving the robustness of our model to fluctuations in contact dynamics that might arise in the real world.
Discussion
In this paper we present an agent that learns to predict the mass distribution of articulated chains by strategically selecting few pushes that extract maximum information. We propose a training procedure that alternates between training a predictor with supervised learning, and a policy with reinforcement learning. We test our hypothesis in simulation by pushing 2-link and 3-link articulated chains with a robotic arm. Our experiments show that our approach consistently outperforms the baseline method across problems and various levels of difficulty. Throughout our work we made design choices that make it easier to eventually apply our algorithm on a real world robot. By introducing noise to the observations and actions in the environment, we improve the robustness of our networks to real world sensor and actuator errors. We further test our method against changes in collision dynamics by transferring the learned networks to an end-effector with different geometry. As a future direction, we intend to utilize convolutional neural networks to learn directly from images instead of using the articulated chain pose, and study the performance when the weights are transferred to a real robotic arm.
A Are all forces equally good?
Consider an arbitrary articulated object that has a mass matrix M(q). We use q ∈ IR N to represent the configuration of the object in generalized coordinates.
M(q)q + C(q,q) = Q, where C is the coriolis force and Q is the external force both expressed in the generalized coordinates.
Let J k ∈ IR 6×N be the Jacobian and I k ∈ IR 3×3 be the inertia matrix of the rigid body k. J k can further be split into the linear and angular constituent matrices J v ∈ IR 3×N and J ω ∈ IR
